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Ride On!
Springtime in
Colorado: National
Disabled Veterans
Winter Sports Clinic
This annual event in Snowmass, Colorado
provides a fantastic way for veterans with
disabilities to explore many different adaptive
sports and activities. It's also a great
opportunity for veterans to come together,
relax and enjoy the company of friends while
making new memories.
There is a focus on education -- learning
about sports, good positioning and
seating. Meanwhile, volunteers become more
knowledgeable about working with veterans
in both everyday seating and sports
interfacing.
Wow! 2018 marked Joe Bieganek's 15th year
volunteering at the Winter Sports Clinic.
To find out why the event is so amazing,
watch this awesome video -- or read an
interview with Joe (orthotist / Ride Designs
president) on our blog.

RideWorks Resources:
Beyond the app
If you're working with our custom products, the
RideWorks app walks you though the process.
But if you'd like to review and refresh your
knowledge on the latest in accurate custom
scanning, the RideWorks web page has a wealth
of information, along with links to videos and pro
scanning tips.
For example... Did you know? Scanning with
RideWorks can be done with the iPad held
horizontally -- in the landscape position or...wait
for it... vertically -- in the portrait position!
That's right! If a shape is tall, it is helpful to hold
the iPad vertically when scanning to capture the
top of the shape. If the shape is wide, the
horizontal method works best.

Wheelchair symbol morphing

Where did the new accessible icon come from anyway?
How a street art project inadvertently prompted a reimagining of
the symbol... learn more here.
We're collecting interesting variations of the symbol, old and
new... so if you see an interesting variation or situation, take a
pic, send it to us, and we might just feature it on our Instagram
feed. (BTW if you're not following us there, you should!)

New Forward Cushion Sizes
We've added four sizes to the Forward Cushion: 14 x 18”, 15 x
15”, 15 x 17”, and 17 x 17”. The new sizes are now standard
and immediately available. More information on the Forward
Cushion is available here.

Ride Custom
Certification Course
For clinicians and suppliers
Learn about wheelchair seating in our
Denver-area training facilities and gain
hands-on experience with RideWorks and the
Ride Custom products.

Course information

Course dates are May 3-4 (full) , July 26-27,
and October 18-19.

Free technical seating support
Let us help with support at any time in the fitting process -- or for custom or standard
product questions, etc. We offer free technical seating support via Skype, FaceTime or
phone consultation. Get all the details here.
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